Abstract—Table detection is an important task in the field of document analysis. It has been extensively studied since a couple of decades. Various kinds of document mediums are involved, from scanned images to web pages, from plain texts to PDF files. Numerous algorithms published bring up a challenging issue: how to evaluate algorithms in different context. Currently, most work on table detection conducts experiments on their in-house dataset. Even the few sources of online datasets are targeted at image documents only. Moreover, Precision and recall measurement are usual practice in order to account performance based on human evaluation. In this paper, we provide a dataset that is representative, large and most importantly, publicly available. The compatible format of the ground truth makes evaluation independent of document medium. We also propose a set of new measures, implement them, and open the source code. Finally, three existing table detection algorithms are evaluated to demonstrate the reliability of the dataset and metrics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Table detection---locating and separating tables from other elements within document pages---is an important task in the field of document analysis and understanding. Lots of works have been published on this topic since the past two decades, as summarized in surveys [1, 2]. However, there still exists a major issue to be solved --- “How to evaluate which algorithm is better in different applications?” In other words, performance evaluation is needed in order to compare and select the best-suited methods for a given application. Different algorithms have different shortcomings, and no single algorithm can provide optimal performance considering all evaluation metrics.

Specifically, the issue of table detection evaluation is a challenging problem because of the following sub-problems:

1. Lack of a standard dataset. Most of table detection algorithms are evaluated on their in-house and small datasets. The dataset should be publicly accessible and large-sized, meanwhile, maintain good variety in both document layout and table layout.

2. Lack of ground-truth. Ground-truth containing sufficient and detailed data in multiple aspects is necessary as a benchmark to evaluate experiment results. A user-friendly ground-truthing tool is also meaningful in saving time cost of manual ground-truth labeling.

3. Lack of performance metrics. Proper metrics should be proposed to firstly find out matches between the recognized results and the ground-truth, and then evaluate and compare effectiveness of algorithms.

Most of existing papers analyze experiment results using precision & recall, which are widely used in classification and information retrieval field. However, in the case of table detection where error types are more than false positive and false negative, P&R are not the most appropriate. Table areas may be partially detected, or expanded to non-table area, etc. Fully mining the error types help to understand weakness of one specific algorithm.

In this paper, we provide a general dataset, ground-truth and propose evaluation metrics for table detection algorithms. Both the ground-truthed dataset and the source code of evaluation metrics are publicly available through the website 1. They will benefit researchers to conduct experiments and carry out evaluations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews existing relevant studies in dataset, ground-truth and performance metrics. Section III describes our ground-truthed dataset and performance metrics. Then in Section IV, we describe the experiment on three existing table detection algorithms, and also analyze the corresponding results. Finally, conclusion and future work are given in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Dataset and ground-truth

Most of existing table detection algorithms tested their experiments on small sized dataset. For instance, the dataset used by [3] was composed of 26 Wall Street Journal articles in text format and email messages. A.C. e. Silva [4] gathered 22 PDF financial statements as their dataset.
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The UW-III dataset [5] is most widely used for evaluating document understanding and segmentation tasks. It is also used for table detection because there are 215 marked table zones distributed over 110 pages. Its drawbacks reflect in: i) no detailed structure information is provided but only a bounding box of table region is provided; ii) dataset is in small size, and only adaptive to scanned images. To overcome its weakness, Y. Wang [6] developed a software tool package, and generated a total of 1125 document image ground-truths with 565 table entities and 10298 cell entities. However, only the software package is downloadable, while the dataset and ground-truth are not publicly available.

B. Performance metrics

It is well known that, precision & recall has been widely used to evaluate classification and information retrieval algorithms. Most of table evaluation works published also utilized them as experiment measurements, and judged the false positive and false negative occasions manually. The problem with table detection evaluation is that it is usually not easy to tell whether an obtained table region is correct or wrong, since partially recognition cases cannot be neglected. Therefore, simple manual judgments without quantitative description are subjective and hard to reproduce.

Fortunately, there are already some researches noticed the insufficient of precision & recall, and proposed better performance measurements. As far as it is concerned, J.Hu [3] proposed an edit distance based measurement for table detection. A. Shahab [7] addressed a color-encoding based evaluation method. A.C. e. Silva proposed absolute metrics completeness (C) and Purity (P) in [4]. The former refers to proportion of completely identified terms of the total number of original terms, while the latter means proportion of pure detected elements of all detected elements. It has been used as performance metrics in the table recognition competition organized by ICDAR 2011.

The problem is that, the measures on table detection mentioned above can be applied to compare an overall performance score of various algorithms, but lack the detailed error specification and cannot provide improvement clues. Strictly speaking, they are more like benchmarking rather than evaluation.

Due to the problems stated above, we create and make a large ground-truthed dataset publically accessible, address a set of novel and effective performance measures, and demonstrate the practicality through evaluating three existing table detection methods.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Dataset Collection

In order to give an objective performance measurement of the algorithms, a large and high-quality dataset is required in all performance evaluation tasks. In this paper, we describe the creation of a large dataset, which could be a first step in standardizing the evaluation of table detection algorithms. Currently, 2000 PDF pages were collected and the corresponding ground truth data were extracted with our semi-automatic ground-truthing tool. 15 people participated in this labeling task. To minimize subjectivity, unified standard for labeling were set, and each ground-truth file is double-checked. The size of dataset is still increasing.

The e-document pages in the dataset show good variety in language types, page layouts, and table styles. First, it is composed of Chinese and English pages at the proportion of about 1:1. The Chinese pages were selected from over 120 e-Books with diverse subject areas provided by Founder Apabi digital library, and no more than 15 pages were selected from each book. The English pages were crawled from web. Over 1500 conference and journal papers were crawled, covering various fields, spanning from the year 1970, to the latest 2011 publications. The Chinese e-Book pages are mostly in one-column layout, while the English pages are printed in with both one-column and two-column layouts. Various kinds of tables are covered in this dataset, from ruled tables to partially and non-rulled tables, from horizontal tables to vertical tables, from inside-column tables to span-column tables, etc.

What’s more, we build the dataset with “positive” and “negative” cases at the proportion of around 1:1. Hence, there are 1000 pages containing at least one table, while the other 1000 pages do not contain tables, but have complex layout where some page components may be mistakenly recognized as tables, such as matrices and figures. Thus, not only people can use the “positive” and “negative” cases to test machine-learning methods, but also fake detection errors can be sufficient collected.

In terms of presentation, each single page is composed of three parts: i) a labeled ground-truth (to be addressed in next subsection); ii) an image format of 600 dpi to represent their original appearance; iii) a physical xml description of page unit objects attributes. Basically, the ground-truth contains only necessary information for evaluation, such as bounding box and objects IDs. The physical file contains detailed data, which can also satisfy various extraction requirements. These two are connected by unique ID of each unit object.

In all, the dataset provides an opportunity to test algorithms on real data and do comparison at the first time, without additional cost for data collection.

B. Ground-truth format

A semi-automatic ground-truthing tool has been applied to each page of the dataset to generate ground-truths. The Ground-truth metadata is stored in XML format, as shown in Fig.1. XML format is ideal for representing ground-truth since it is the current industry standard. It allows researchers to easily understand and use it for evaluate algorithm or experiment with new metrics.

A set of tags were defined based on the elements in the ground truth data, which consists of two main parts --- Leaf and Composite elements. The former are the smallest page units corresponding to the parsed text, image and graph content streams together with their associated attributes. The latter refer to distinct logical components labeled by our ground-truthing tool. Each component records its “children”, and vice versa. Each table is composed of three parts --- table caption, table footnote and table body. The first two are
optional. Each of them contains textline elements. In normal text regions, textline means a whole character line not across page column, while in table body regions, textline refers to text phases. Text phase is a concept equal to or smaller than text regions, hierarchical relation is kept based on the parent and children id binding.

C. Performance Metrics

In page segmentation area, the most common categories of errors are over-, under-, and miss segmentation, which appeared in early works of solving segmentation evaluation problem such as [8]. Similarly, table detection could also be treated as one kind of segmentation issue. Tables may be correctly, falsely, partially located, expanded to non-table area, splitted/merged into by several parts, or entirely missed. Hence, we define six general error types: fake, reduced, amplified, splitted, merged, and missed accordingly. Similar ways could also be found in [9], which classify error types into over-segment, under-segment, miss, false positive according to region overlap proportion. Unlike that, we put more emphasis on application-oriented requirements, and adopt both content-based and region-based strategies.

Table detection algorithms reflecting different emphases have been proposed for distinct application requirements. G. Nagy also addressed the importance of “application-oriented benchmarking” in [10]. Accordingly, we define a dictionary of error penalty score and allow users to modify the scores based on their own focuses. Although different scores lead to different results, the evaluation and comparison are solid because they are carried out on the same set of penalty scores. Besides, it helps to check which algorithm is better in each specific application.

Now we take mobile reading application as an example in our evaluation prototype. The error categories are further divided by the following rules:

• Splitting tables vertically are much more severe than horizontally, because the rows would be incomplete and confusing when displaying the separated parts in continuous screen pages.

• Merging tables across document page columns should be given more penalty than merging tables within the same column.

• Fake tables should be given more penalty than missed ones since the former would ruin the reading continuity of non-table regions.

• Mistakenly detected lists, matrixes, and certain figures, with similar layout with tables, are acceptable to some extent, if they are integrated and do not affect reading continuity.

• Amplified tables should also take account what kinds of components are wrongly merged to the table, etc.

More specifically, the six general error types are further divided into 13 subtypes as shown in Table 1, and each of the subtypes will be given a penalty score. On one hand, for fake and amplified types, we need to know the real logical component to which the falsely detected contents actually belong. In this way, mistakenly detected lists and matrixes can be given lower penalty scores. This is done by content-based strategy -- mapping the obtained results with our ground-truth using unique page objects id. On the other hand, for splitted and merged types, the split/merge direction can be determined by checking bounding box overlaps. This region-based strategy is novel and effective to obtain positional relations.

Note that, error types should not be the only factor to affect the final results. For instance, fake detected table is generally worse than amplified table area, but if a fake table is small while another amplified table wrongly merged much content of the page, the latter is more severe. Therefore, we define coefficients to those penalty scores. Let N denotes number, PO denotes the unit objects of a page, G denotes the
ground-truth table set \{G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_n\}, and \(A\) denotes the analysis result set \{A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_m\}, the coefficients are calculated as follows.

- Coefficients for \textit{fake} and \textit{missed} table types:
  \[
  \text{coef}_{fa} = \frac{N_{A_1}}{N_{PO}}, \quad \text{coef}_{mis} = \frac{N_{G_1}}{N_{PO}} \quad (1)
  \]

- Coefficients for \textit{reduced} and \textit{amplified} tables:
  \[
  \text{coef}_{red} = \text{coef}_{amp} = \frac{N_{A_1UG_1}}{N_{A_1UPO}} \quad (2)
  \]

- Coefficients for \textit{splitted} and \textit{merged} tables, where \(N_s\) represents how many parts are one table divided into, and \(N_m\) represents how many tables are merged together.
  \[
  \text{coef}_{spl} = \frac{1}{N_s}, \quad \text{coef}_{mer} = \frac{1}{N_m} \quad (3)
  \]

The error types are independent to each other. For instance, a splitted table may also be reduced when some contents are indeed lost. Hence, unless the table is fake or missed, all the other error types will be calculated, and the maximum error score will be taken as final score. A threshold is heuristically selected to decide whether a detected table is acceptable. Finally, the number of each error type and acceptable table will be recorded across all the pages. The measurements presented in Table II are used to calculate a revised precision and recall as overall benchmark.

IV. CASE STUDY AND EXPERIMENT RESULT

A. Case study

Based on the performance measures defined in Section III, we evaluated the performance of three table detection algorithms, namely, Pdf2table [11], TableSeer [12], and our previous work [13]. The first two are open source projects. Therefore, we replaced their original input using data in our ground-truths, and modified the output format to be compatible with the ground-truth schema. In this way, these three algorithms are comparable. Short description of these algorithms is presented as below.


This project developed several heuristics to recognize and decompose tables in PDF files. In term of table detection, the method first merges text elements on the same line to line objects, then classifies single-line and multi-line objects and detects multi-line block objects. Finally, multi-line blocks objects that may belong to the same table are merged.
TABLE III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>English dataset</th>
<th>Chinese dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nr</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nm</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>na</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfu</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nf</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

algorithm to demonstrate the reliability of the dataset and the effectiveness of performance measurements. In the future, we would like to enlarge the dataset, evaluate not only results of table structure extraction but also other document components.
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